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[This paper immediately went to #5 at Yandex.  All other search engines are censoring it.]

The past week has been yet another huge confirmation of my theory of Solar Cycle creation, since we
have seen a big spike in sunspots, flux, and flares right at the Jupiter-Uranus alignment.  That graphic
under title isn't my own, it is from Fourmilab, which is mainstream.  It shows Jupiter and Uranus lining
up with the Sun right now, as you see.

https://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/Solar/action?sys=-Sf


That is my Cycle prediction from February of 2020, and as you see that makes this the third big spike
this Cycle that has hit right on a planetary alignment.  Those previous two, JS and JN, hit just as I
predicted, both in time and size.  I also hit the other prominent circled spikes, of Jan. 2023 and Jan.
2024.  And we are only halfway through the Cycle.    

For some reason I didn't tag this current JU alignment.   I have one tagged out at October of 2027, but
not this one.  I rely on mainstream charts for things like that, and sometimes I miss things.  You can see
I still have a spike here, which I got by collating the conjunction sine waves from that paper, which is
why it is generally correct.  But it is about 30 points too low due to my missing this alignment.  It is at
150 while I think it should be up at around 180, with the previous one in January.  That could mean my
circled low at the end of the year is also a bit too low, but we will see.  I still think we will see a dip
there, but it may not go down that far.  No reason to start changing things now, since things have gone
to plan so far.  If you wish to see why I predicted a mid-cycle low there, you can read that 2020 paper.
In short, summed or total alignments are weakest then.  

Others will ask why this spike isn't even larger, since this is the first major alignment since the one I
tagged in April of 2022.  It is because as we move further into the Cycle, the planetary alignments are
no longer also in alignment with the Galactic Core.  The line of charge coming in from the Galactic
Core is at about 8 o'clock in that graphic, and the current JU alignment is nearer 7.  Along with the Sun,
the Galactic Core is the main line of charge in this theory: the baseline of charge alignment, if you will.
Since these are magnetic alignments based on charge alignments, angle is all important.  Magnetism is
completely dependent on angle, as the mainstream knows.  

For those just getting here, I remind you again this theory is completely physical and mechanical, and
is not astrology or wuwu in any way.  It is not dependent only on positions.  It is a function of real
charge and magnetism, which the mainstream is fully aware of.   Not too long ago the mainstream was
still trying to deny that the Sun and planets affected eachother via EM, trying to explain everything
with gravity, but in the past few decades they have come to realize EM is a huge player in the Solar
System.  We have the Solar Wind, the ionospheres and magnetospheres, plasma physics, Birkeland
currents, and new things every week pointing directly at EM influence just like I am showing here. 

http://milesmathis.com/goody.pdf


I will also remind you I am the only one who is currently predicting monthly spikes of this sort, or who
has EVER done so in history.  Not only am I the only one doing it, I am the only one hitting them on
the nose.  Scott McIntosh has stolen my overall prediction of “strong” for this cycle, but he has no
mechanics that would allow him to predict monthlies, much less to connect them to planetary
alignments.  He is not predicting an upcoming dip or a second big hump in this cycle.  His “prediction”
is one big smoothed curve he published after my paper came out, matching my smoothed maximum
but nothing else.      


